The speed and accuracy of new scientific discoveries -be it by humans or artificial intelligence -depends on the quality of the underlying data and on the technology to connect, search and share the data efficiently. In recent years, we have seen the rise of graph databases and semi-formal data models such as knowledge graphs to facilitate software approaches to scientific discovery. These approaches extend work based on formalised models, such as the Semantic Web. In this paper, we present our developments to connect, search and share data about genome-scale knowledge networks (GSKN). We have developed a simple application ontology based on OWL/RDF with mappings to standard schemas. We are employing the ontology to power data access services like resolvable URIs, SPARQL endpoints, JSON-LD web APIs and Neo4j-based knowledge graphs. We demonstrate how the proposed ontology and graph databases considerably improve search and access to interoperable and reusable biological knowledge (i.e. the FAIRness data principles).
Introduction and Related Work
In 2010, the advent of a data-based society was emphasised by a news magazine with a cover dedicated to "the data deluge" [1] . Collecting, exchanging and processing data and information are ever more fundamental activities to improve our lives, which are impacting fields like businesses [2] , [3] , [4] , manufacturing [5] , [6] , medicine [7] , [8] , [9] , agriculture [10] , [11] , [12] and even humanities [13] . This has been made possible by advances in computer science and the spread of Internet standards, which have both provided with the technical means to deal with high amounts of interconnected data and created a culture that favours information exchange and sharing [14] , [15] . In science, and particularly in life sciences, these trends have started even before they became popular more widely [16] , [17] , [18] . In fact, high throughput biotechnologies extract massive amounts of data out of organisms, which need to be turned into useful heterogeneous biological information [19] . Data have become so fundamental in life science and other sciences that a group of stakeholders have published the "FAIR data principles", which establish that data should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable [20] , [21] . Regarding the technical aspects, the importance of standards for data modelling and knowledge representation, as well as sharing best practices, have been stressed for years, in life sciences as in other fields [22] , [23] . In particular, organisations like the W3C have promoted the idea of leveraging the traditional World Wide Web to create the Semantic Web [24] , [25] , which makes it possible to publish and consume a web of data, similarly to what we do with the better known web of documents. Linked open data projects have emerged as concrete realisations of such vision [26] , where the "open" adjective stresses legal and social aspects and the need to make information freely accessible and reusable. More recently, a number of different formats and technologies, such as JSON-LD [27] , [28] or noSQL databases [29] , [30] have emerged to model and manage data, which are simpler than highly formal languages such as OWL [31] , [32] , and based on preexisting standards and software engineering approaches, such as JSON [33] , [34] or REST APIs [35] . Knowledge graphs are one prominent example of such recent trends, which, significantly, are being promoted by commercial organisations, after having started as tools to support their own business [36] , [37] . According to [38] , a knowledge graph is a large heterogeneous knowledge base, modelled through graphs and ontologies, which derives new knowledge from existing data sets such as Freebase [39] or Wikidata [40] , by means of various inference techniques, including automatic reasoning, natural language processing, statistical analysis and user crowdsourcing [41] , [42] . In addition to this definition, here we suggest that these knowledge bases tend to be based on ontologies and schemas that are more informal than what one can see in a traditional expert system, or in a typical description logic-based ontology (and hence a typical OWL-based data set). On the one hand, well formalised data allow for precise information retrieval and extraction, as well as advanced forms of automated logical reasoning [43] . However, dealing with very formal data models is difficult, both for software developers and end users, including when they are domain experts [44] . Such difficulty is increased in the context of the web, where large amounts of data imply large amounts of data noise and syntax and format differences [45] .
The KnetMiner Use Case
In the last decade, our group has been strongly involved in the development of software for data integration and biological knowledge discovery. The KnetMiner software suite is primarily based on web components and applications to mine large, heterogeneous knowledge networks called genome-scale knowledge networks (GSKN [46] , [47] ). A user can start with search keywords and then explore genes that are significantly related to the search inputs, according to networks of connected knowledge, including encoded proteins, biological pathways, scientific literature, diseases and phenotypes. KnetMiner is presently based on the Ondex software platform [48] , a data integration framework that allows for importing multiple data sources into a unified data model, viewing, analysing and transforming imported data in a desktop application and exporting data integrated this way to an XML file, which is based on the OXL format, defined by means of XML Schema [49] . While data management through Ondex and the OXL format is relatively easy, Semantic Web technologies, linked data principles and graph databases would give interesting further opportunities. In order to take advantage of them, in this paper we present BioKNO, a new OWL-based application ontology that leverages our experience with Ondex, OXL and KnetMiner to define a data model about what we call biological knowledge networks. A GSKN can be considered a particular case of biological network, i.e. knowledge graphs which, while being focused on the life science domain, aim at being of general use for this and other domains, as well as modelling data with a good balance between formalisation and practical usefulness, especially in a life science community that frequently exchanges data via the web and intensely relies on unstructured or semi-structured data.
Architecture and Implementation

The Bio-Knowledge Network Ontology (BioKNO)
In order to address data integration and access needs, we have developed the Bio-Knowledge Network Ontology (BioKNO, pronounced "bio-know" [50] ). This is a lightweight and general ontology, which allows for modelling a wide variety of life science entities in a simple way. Given its scope, BioKNO can be considered an application ontology, i.e. an ontology more focused on supporting the specific needs of a community and a set of software applications, rather than a general purpose foundational/upper ontology [51] .
As shown in Figure 1 , BioKNO allows for the classification of entities of interest into the general top-level class of Concept and the identification of relations of interest that connect concepts by means of the similarly general container relatedConcept. It is expected that specific kinds of concepts are defined by subclassing Concept and, similarly, specific relations extend relatedConcept. As it is common practice, new relations, which are OWL object properties [52] , can define the domain and range of linked concepts. Concepts can be characterised by subproperties of the attribute property, which is an OWL datatype property [52] , i.e. it and its subproperties have plain types such as numbers or strings as range. This way, concepts can be characterised by plain values like the abstract of a publication, or the genome coordinates of a gene. Reified relations [53] are another general construct that we introduce in order to support binary relations between concepts that have additional plain attributes (e.g. a numerical score, a textual annotation), or additional links (e.g. the public database of provenance). The same attribute properties that we have defined for concepts can be used for reified relations, thus leveraging the same features, such as specification of domains and ranges or hierarchical information (e.g. a PMID attribute is a particular type of identifier). While this basic and lightweight core is very generic and, in principle, it might be used to model any type of knowledge, we have extended it with a number of classes and properties about entities that are common in biological knowledge bases [54] , including molecular entities such as genes or proteins, relations like expressed_by or catalyzes, and attributes such as sequence or p-value. For all common concept types, relation types and attribute names that we have defined, we have specified basic ontological properties, such as hierarchical relations (e.g. published_in is a subproperty of related_to), or domains and ranges (e.g. PMID, abstract, authors have Publication as domain, p-value has xsd:double as range).
BioKNO by Examples
In order to show how to use BioKNO to model network knowledge, in the supplementary document 1 we have outlined examples taken from a simplified (yet significant) selection of real data. Example 1 shows a biological pathway taken from WikiPathways and one of its participant protein modelled with BioKNO. WikiPathways is a database of biological pathways maintained by the scientific community. The WikiPathways RDF in BioPAX format [55] is provided as part of the monthly releases and contains curated pathway information, as well as imports from sources like Reactome [56] . This and other examples in the document illustrate the easy integration of pathway information and related knowledge (e.g. ontologies, literature), made possible by BioKNO. For instance, complex chains of relations that link proteins to pathways in BioPAX are summarised by direct partic-ipates_in relations, which is sufficient for many knowledge discovery applications (e.g. find pathways relevant to a gene list). This conversion can be made using the SPARQL query language, by simply defining BioPAX reactions as graph patterns and translating them into another graph pattern, in a CONSTRUCT query [57] . In example 2, we show how to use BioKNO to view a complex and formal ontology like Gene Ontology as a concept scheme [58] , another type of simplified data model, which is useful in many applications. Finally, in example 3 we describe the use of attributes in BioKNO, including their use as relation attributes, by means of reified relations. Figure 2 shows how we are re-designing the architecture for the aforementioned KnetMiner application and ecosystem. BioKNO, and hence OWL and RDF, will be at the centre of it, progressively replacing the Ondex XML format. The new format will be both a reference for converting external data of interest into a unified data format, and a source of queries, data access and exchange for applications. We have achieved a first concrete result by reviewing past work [59] , and developing an Ondex plug-in to export OXL data as RDF that instantiates our ontology [60] .
New KnetMiner Architecture and Applications
Applications
In this section we describe applications where BioKNO is either being used, or planned to be used, or potentially useful. As a confirmation of the flexibility of a graph-based, linked data-based approach, these applications are either based on the KnetMiner architecture outlined above, or independent on it and relying on third party tools and standard formalisms. Moreover, we mention in which ways our applications can address the FAIR requirements described by the FORCE11 paper [20] .
BioKNO as Exchange Format for Graph Databases
A natural application of BioKNO consists of using the RDF obtained from Ondex to populate an RDF triple store based on Virtuoso [61] . As it is common in the linked data context, we plan to make this public, in the form of both an endpoint to query data by means of the Semantic Web language SPARQL [62] and via URI resolution [63] . The latter allows for the Findability in FAIR. In particular, we are going to publish proper dataset metadata, formalised through the VoID [64] and Dublin Core [65] vocabularies. Since our data are essentially fully open, adopting these vocabularies will also make it easy to publish machine-actionable information related to data licensing, as recommended by the FAIR principles. Adopting the SPARQL and RDF/OWL standards makes data Accessible and Interoperable. In addition to triple store use, we have setup a Neo4j server to make our knowledge graphs accessible through the Cypher query language [66] . Importantly, the Neo4j graph database is based on the same RDF that is exported from Ondex, in order to keep both databases aligned to the same data model. This improves data FAIR Reusability by means of diversification toward multiple formats of a unified data model. As shown in Figure 1 , this diversification includes exposing data access through web service APIs and the JSON-LD language. The conversion from RDF to the Neo4j-based linked property graph model is made possible through rdf2neo [67], a tool that we have developed to convert RDF data into suitable Cypher instructions. In contrast to [68] , our mapping is highly configurable by means of SPARQL queries, which associate the RDF input to Cypher entities (e.g. rdf:type statements to node labels, triples to Cypher relations), making rdf2neo highly flexible. Cypher is a declarative, SQL-inspired language for describing patterns in graphs visually using an ascii-art syntax. It is at the base of Neo4j and is becoming increasingly popular in similar graph databases [69] . In our preliminary tests, we found Cypher as particularly easy, compact and fast to query large genome-scale knowledge graphs for gene-phenotype related information.
SPARQL as Data Transformation and Integration Language
To produce the BioKNO RDF from WikiPathways RDF, we use RDF transformations based on SPARQL CON-STRUCT queries [70] and CSV conversions based on the TARQL tool, which, again, exploits SPARQL to map table structures to RDF [71]. These transformations are generally easy to write and require only basic knowledge of SPARQL. This new approach of transforming data into graphs compares favourably from an efficiency and ease-of-use standpoint to the earlier Ondex approach, which required developing a new Java-based Ondex plugin whenever a new data format was to be introduced into the Ondex framework. Using a standard like RDF to ease data transformation operations contributes to the Reuse in the FAIR principles. 
Cypher as a Search Language for Biological Connections
As an example for the utility of Cypher, consider the KnetMiner approach to search and rank genes based on gene evidence networks [46] . The main idea of the approach consists of finding genes based on associations with entities (e.g. phenotypes) and documents (e.g. scientific articles) in which search keywords occur in a statistically significant way. KnetMiner makes extensive use of graph queries in the form of what we call semantic motif searches, i.e. graph pattern-based searches employing the declaration of well-defined entity types and their linking relations (e.g. Gene -> expresses -> Protein -> published_in -> Publication). By having generated a Neo4j-based version of our knowledge networks, we are now in the position to redesign the motif-based component of KnetMiner to support Cypher as the language for specifying gene-evidence graph patterns. As a pattern search language, Cypher is significantly more expressive than our existing motif search language and, as another advantage, it is getting a de-facto standard for graph databases. Figure 3 shows an example cypher query that consists of a UNION statement and constraints about gene names and maximum path length. Fi-nally, endpoints like Neo4j make it possible to easily access our knowledge networks from different languages such as Python and R [72], two popular languages among data scientists.
Talking to the Rest of the World
Following Semantic Web and linked data principles, we have started to leverage BioKNO to integrate our biological knowledge networks with existing relevant data. Commonly used entities were aligned to relevant entities in ontologies/schemas like BioPAX [55] , schema.org [73] , Semantic Science Integrated Ontology (SIO [74] ), Relation Ontology (RO [75] ), Basic Formal Ontology (BFO [76] ), SKOS [58] and Dublin Core [65] . This mapping was made manually, relying on bioinformatics expertise. Results are available in our ontology repository [77]. The supplementary document 2 summarises the most relevant entities that were mapped this way. The document also reports an example showing how such mapping can be useful, which consists of a SPARQL query that combines WikiPathways data and pathways in Pathway Commons [78] in which the same proteins participate. This example shows that data from different sources can be accessed by means of common data models and ontologies, even when more specific models are used locally. For example, the mentioned query uses entities from the BioPAX vocabulary, which are matched to our data by means of OWL-based automated reasoning applied to our ontological mappings. Furthermore, this highlights that, as in similar cases, aligning BioKNO to existing common ontologies is a major contribution to the FAIR principle of Interoperability and Findability.
Discussion and Conclusions
Proper data models and data standards are key to realise the goals and hopes of the FAIR principles, which, in turn, are very important for improving the digital access to scientific knowledge, biological knowledge in particular, and the collaboration to produce and reuse such knowledge. In recent years, solutions like knowledge graphs and technologies like graph databases have become popular in production-level and commercial contexts. In part, traditionally academic approaches like linked data have moved out of the academia and have enriched these new developments, with examples like JSON-LD or graph-based frameworks wrapping RDF triple stores [79] . Our work shows how using "traditional" Semantic Web languages like OWL to build a biological knowledge network can help in building an ecosystem of applications that leverage common life science information. In doing so, balancing a good degree of formalisation with more informal approaches eases the development of a FAIR-based platform like KnetMiner with data imports, information retrieval, data republishing for re-use and integration of/into external data sets, so that we can promote collaborative open data science. While the use of RDF-based data publishing contributes to the realisation of findable, accessible and reusable data (and ontology alignment contributes mostly to interoperability), BioKNO has been designed with the aim of being a reference model beyond the initial choice of the OWL language, which, FAIR-wise, makes them even more interoperable and reusable. In fact, we plan to translate the same data model into other formats, such JSON-LD, similarly to what has been done in related projects [80] . Using our RDF/OWL model to create a corresponding translation for the Neo4j database is a further example of such flexibility with multiple data formats, which compares to projects that uses Neo4j to serve biological network data [81] , [82] , [83] , where data access is more tightly coupled to the storage backend. In our experience so far, there are significant practical differences between triple stores coupled with the SPARQL query language and more recent graph databases like Neo4j, based on labelled property graphs [84] driven by a language like Cypher. This type of graph-based databases have complementary, rather than alternative characteristics to Semantic Web-based systems, which lead us to decide to support both types of endpoints. We base these considerations on a first assessment of these pros and cons [85] and we also plan to undertake more thorough evaluations in future. In the supplementary document 3 we report a summary of preliminary results that outlines features like compactness of the Cypher language, attribute-supporting relations in Neo4j (which avoids the need for reified relations), higher expressivity of triple stores, native support to data format standardisation in the Semantic Web world.
Similarly to already mentioned knowledge graph projects, our lightweight modelling approach has its own limits, in particular regarding the trade-off between precise formal representations of reality and flexibility in modelling biological knowledge. To clarify this, consider the Gene Ontology case described above (example 2 in Supplementary Document 1): the simplification consisting in the use of straight part_of statements between OWL classes (e.g. obo:GO_0030015 "CCR4-NOT core complex" part_of GO_0030014 "CCR4-NOT complex") is not formally precise/correct in OWL, since it normally requires to describe relations between instances of classes (i.e. obo:GO_0030015 rdfs:subClassOf [bk:part_of some obo:GO_0030014]). Our simpler representation is still correct in OWL-2, thanks to the punning mechanism [86] , which can be seen as a way to enrich two URIs with the interpretation that they refer not only to ontological classes, but also to exemplary protein complexes, which are instances of the respective classes. However, while still correct, such simplification limits the OWL reasoning capabilities, in the sense that, in absence of more proper OWL definitions, no OWL reasoner will infer that triple sets like: {prot1 bk:part_of prot2; prot2 rdf:type obo:GO_0030014} lead to the conclusion that prot1 is an instance of GO_0030015. Limits like this can be overcome with mechanisms such as inference rules that translate from informal models like BioKNO to OWL (and vice-versa). Furthermore, we are reviewing our defined classes and properties following a methodology developed in previous work to address these and other issues [59] . Another compromise that we are aware of is about defining our own vocabulary, even for those entities that are well known in other schemas and ontologies (e.g. bk:name vs. schema:name, bk:part_of vs. obo:BFO_0000051, bk:Path vs. biopax:Pathway). Usually adopting terms from the already existing vocabularies is cleaner and preferable in the context of linked open data, but not for a community of end-users and developers who are not specialists of knowledge representation or Semantic Web standards, especially if instead they are already familiar with a given, more scope-narrowed terminology. Indeed, they would not like to have to deal with many different schemas and vocabularies at the same time, a task that can be difficult even for experts [87] . Mapping users' preferred terms to existing standards is a good way to balance their needs with the more general goal of making data more widely available and re-usable (as we say in this article title, FAIRer). Finally, we have noticed some performance limitations in running input/output operations when working with RDF data compared to the original OXL format: data load and export times are smaller when ad-hoc Ondex components are used for this (up to a 2x factor, when considering the time needed to populate Virtuoso or Neo4j). This is mostly because Ondex has been optimised for the OXL format, while general RDF software libraries are used to process RDF data files (which are not tailored to BioKNO). Since these times are still in the order of few minutes, even for the largest datasets (million of nodes/relations), we see this limit as a reasonable price to pay in exchange for more flexibility with data processing and data accessibility. To improve the performance with RDF, we might consider optimised formats like HDT [88] in future.
As further future work, we plan to support more RDF/OWL standards, as well as contributing to their development. In particular, we are interested in the ongoing work with bioschemas [89] , which has goals similar to ours about defining a simple schema about biological entities. Furthermore, we plan to realise data and application integration based on JSON-LD and web APIs, for example, the BrAPI [90] . This will also be a base to promote the development of third-party applications, including those using translations of our OWL/RDF data to JSON-LD and Neo4j.
